Mustafa (32 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Master / Diplom
Studies: Ingenieurwesen

Appearance

Height: 1.77 m
Clothing size: M

Languages

German - Business fluent
English - Fluent
Turkish - Mother tongue
Arabisch in Wort

Experience
At the moment I'm studying the master program Biomedical Engineering in the last
semester. So far I have been able to perform various activities through Instaff and
before that. as a HOSTESS I was on a variety of: - conferences, - Events in the
area of ??accreditation, cloakroom, organization and support of the luggage storage
or also when working with smartphone, tablet, etc. for the scanning of tickets,
active. Also active as auditing supervisor for CFA exam (2018 and 2019), in
Frankfurt. - several times as EVENTHELFER (assembly, dismantling, for manual
tasks) at: - Congress / exhibition construction - festivals - Conference - Private
events - Catering - Inventory helpers, goods transfer - Warehousing and inventory
work - Concert I have the necessary safety shoes and work clothes. as
PROMOTER at: - Seeberger tasting campaign 2018 - Sparkling wine tasting
... more working experience can be seen online
Recent Jobs & Reviews
DA Capo
(1 day in Darmstadt for Benjamin Bantschow e.K.)
Veranstaltug Sport Bild 2019 in Hamburg
(7 Days in Dreieich for tomgeist / creating atmospheres)
Intercity Hotel Frankfurt Airport
(2 Days in Frankfurt for Hotel&Vertrageservice)
Auf Anfang! Festival für Musik, Kunst & Solidarität
(1 day in Auen for Initiative für Freizeit und Musikkultur...)
Auf Anfang! Festival für Musik, Kunst & Solidarität
(2 Days in Auen for Initiative für Freizeit und Musikkultur...)
Football Agency Cup 2019
(3 Days in Frankfurt for MyDearCaptain GmbH)
Sommerfest
(1 day in Neu-Anspach for Crypton Event GmbH)
Bat Mitzvah
(1 day in Frankfurt for Privat)
Exam proctoring
(2 Days in Frankfurt for MEMO Event Management Ltd.)
Hocheitscatering Mainz-Wackernheim
(1 day in Mainz for L. Dressler und P. Fuhge GbR)
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